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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
BEFORE THE TRADEMARK TRIAL AND APPEAL BOARD

Midasplayer.com Limited
and
King.com Limited,
Opposers,
v.
Link Tomorrow Co. Ltd.,
Applicant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Opposition No. 91212821
Mark: CANDY PANG! and Design
Serial No.: 85/756,676
Filing Date: October 17, 2012
Publication Date: April 9, 2013

OPPOSERS’ MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION TO AMEND NOTICE OF OPPOSITION
Pursuant to Trademark Rule 37 C.F.R. §§ 2.107 and Fed. R. Civ. P. 15(a),
Midasplayer.com Limited and King.com Limited (collectively “King” or “Opposer”) move for
leave to amend their Notice of Opposition to add a claim of priority over Link Tomorrow Co.
Ltd. (“Link Tomorrow” or “Applicant”) based on a recently acquired common law trademark
and to remove reliance on a now withdrawn trademark application.
I.

PROCEDURAL AND FACTUAL BACKGROUND

On October 4, 2013, King filed its Notice of Opposition, alleging that Link Tomorrow’s
CANDY PANG! mark in Classes 9 and 41 was likely to cause confusion with King’s CANDY
CRUSH, CANDY, CANDY CRUSH SAGA figurative, and CANDY CRUSH figurative marks.
(Dkt. No. 1.) Link Tomorrow denied these allegations in its Answer. (Dkt. No. 13.)
After the Notice of Opposition was filed, King became aware that AIM Productions N.V.
had used the mark CANDY CRUSHER since at least as early as 2004 in connection with game
software, including use as a mobile application game available for download in the United

States. These common law rights also pre-date Link Tomorrow’s earliest asserted use date by
years.
As of today, King owns all rights and associated goodwill to the CANDY CRUSHER
name and mark. In an agreement dated January 10, 2014, AIM Productions N.V. assigned to
King its right, title and interest in the sign “CANDY CRUSHER,” together with the goodwill
associated with that sign. In addition, in an agreement dated February 10, 2014, King licensed
AIM Productions N.V. to continue using the CANDY CRUSHER mark. On February 21, 2014,
King filed a trademark application for CANDY CRUSHER in Class 9, claiming priority back to
the 2004 first use date. See Exhibit A, TSDR record for CANDY CRUSHER mark.
In addition, one of the applications relied on in King’s original Notice of Opposition,
CANDY CRUSH, Serial No. 85/840713, has since registered as Registration No. 4,535,715. See
Exhibit B, TSDR record for CANDY CRUSH mark.
Moreover, on February 24, 2014, King abandoned its CANDY mark, U.S. Application
Serial No. 85/842584. See Exhibit C, TSDR record for CANDY abandonment. This
abandonment also occurred after the Notice of Opposition was filed. Given these recent events,
King seeks to amend its Notice of Opposition to assert prior common law rights to CANDY
CRUSHER, add reliance on recently issued Registration No. 4,535,715 for CANDY CRUSH,
and to remove the reliance on the abandoned CANDY mark.
This proceeding has been suspended while the parties see if they could resolve the matter.
The parties reached an impasse in their settlement discussions and allowed the case to resume.
The most recent suspension ended April 7, 2014. This motion was filed within a reasonable
amount of time after resumption of proceedings.
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II.

LEGAL ANALYSIS
a. King Meets the Liberal Standard Applied by the Board in Granting
Motions to Amend.

Trademark Rule 2.107(a) explains that pleadings in an opposition proceeding may be
amended in the same manner and to the same extent as in a civil action in district court. Thus,
Fed. R. Civ. P. 15(a) governs motions to amend. Under Fed. R. Civ. P. 15(a) a court (and this
Board) should “freely give leave when justice so requires.” In determining whether to grant
leave to amend, the Board examines whether amendment would cause undue prejudice or would
violate settled law; if the amendment would cause undue prejudice or would violate settled law,
leave to amend will be denied. Hurley Int’l LLC v. Volta, 82 U.S.P.Q. 2d 1339 (TTAB 2007).
King satisfies the requirements set forth in Fed. R. Civ. P. 15(a) and the Trademark Rules and
leave to amend should be granted.
i. Recent Events have Necessitated the Filing of King’s Motion for
Leave to Amend and Link Tomorrow Would not be Prejudiced.
Here, King has “promptly” sought leave to amend after the grounds therefor were
learned. King did not have proper grounds to assert the CANDY CRUSHER priority claim and
to remove the CANDY priority claim at the time the Notice of Opposition was filed on
October 4, 2013. Since these grounds came into existence, King has acted swiftly. It brought
this motion seeking leave to amend approximately four months after the CANDY CRUSHER
mark was filed and the CANDY mark was abandoned, and two and a half months after
proceedings were resumed. Turbo Sportswear Inc. v. Marmot Mountain Ltd., 77 USPQ2d 1152
(TTAB 2005) (allowing amendment when relevant information was not previously available to
applicant). King’s motion is, thus, timely.
King’s motion is also proper because the amendment does not violate settled law and
Link Tomorrow will not suffer prejudice. King’s proposed amended priority information
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accurately reflects the current status of King’s priority application such that allowing the
amendment would not be an act in futility and would not violate settled law. Zanella Ltd. v.
Nordstrom Inc., 90 USPQ2d 1758 (TTAB 2008) (granting motion to amend); Hurley Int’l LLC,
82 U.S.P.Q. 2d 1339 (TTAB 2007) (granting leave to file motion to amend notice of opposition).
Nor will Link Tomorrow be prejudiced. A factor in assessing prejudice is the timing of the
motion to amend. Media Online Inc. v. El Clasificado, Inc., 88 USPQ2d 1285 (TTAB 2008)
(denying motion to amend when new claims were based on facts known at the time of the filing
of the initial pleading). Here, the motion was filed shortly after learning the relevant
information. In its Answer and Affirmative Defenses, Link Tomorrow itself identified King’s
abandonment of the CANDY mark. See DKT. 13, ¶5. Moreover, discovery has not yet closed,
and Link Tomorrow will, therefore, have the opportunity to gather more information regarding
these prior rights. Zanella Ltd. v. Nordstrom Inc., 90 USPQ2d 1758, 1759 (TTAB 2008)
(finding no prejudice where there was still 3.5 months of discovery left); Marshall Field & Co. v.
Mrs. Fields Cookies, 11 USPQ2d 1355 (TTAB 1989) (in a cancellation proceeding, allowing
leave to amend and assert a counterclaim that was pled promptly after obtaining the requisite
information and that was pled prior to the close of discovery). King’s amendment is sufficiently
pled and was brought promptly, as such leave to amend should be freely given.
III.

CONCLUSION

This Board freely grants leave to amend a pleading when justice so requires. Here,
justice so requires. The assignment of rights in CANDY CRUSHER—giving King priority—did
not occur until recently. The CANDY CRUSH mark did not register until recently. Moreover,
the CANDY mark was recently abandoned. King could not have properly asserted this priority
information at the time it filed its Notice of Opposition, and could not have moved to amend its
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pleading while the matter was suspended. Instead, it brought this motion seeking leave to amend
promptly after proceedings were resumed, relying on its recently obtained rights in CANDY
CRUSHER and CANDY CRUSH, and its abandonment of the CANDY mark. As the
amendment was brought promptly and discovery is still open, Link Tomorrow will not be
prejudiced by allowing this amendment. For the foregoing reasons, Opposer respectfully
requests that the Board grant Opposers’ motion to amend their Notice of Opposition.
MIDASPLAYER.COM LIMITED and
KING.COM LIMITED
By their Attorneys,

Date: June 23, 2014
Scott W. Johnston
MERCHANT & GOULD P.C.
80 South Eighth Street, Suite 3200
Minneapolis, MN 55402-2215
(612) 332-5300
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing OPPOSERS’
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO AMEND NOTICE OF OPPOSITION was
served upon Applicant by email and First Class Mail, postage prepaid, this 23rd day of June,
2014:

Bruce M. McKee
Christine Lebrón-Dykeman
Alexandria Christian
McKEE, VOORHEES, & SEASE, P.L.C.
801 Grand Avenue, Suite 3200
Des Moines, IA 50309-2721
bruce.mckee@ipmvs.com
christine.lebron-dykeman@ipmvs.com
alexandria.christian@ipmvs.com
mvslit@ipmvs.com

Scott W. Johnston
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